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Property ownership and secure title as development objectives1.

Reflection on failed development efforts2.

A broader theoretical base: Institutional economics3.

A way ahead: Supporting social movements globally4.

The Millennium Declaration Goals 

Target 11. Have achieved by 2020 a significant improvement

in the lives of at least 100 million slum dwellers

Indicators

32. Proportion of households with access to secure tenure

(UN-HABITAT)

http://www.unmillenniumproject.org/goals/gti.htm

Types of Land Property Rights Reforms

Land Administration, Land Titling and other Tenure Reforms including land registration

and titling projects (regularization of holdings, adjudication, title issuance, registration).

Often accompanied by cadastral surveying and mapping, and land settlement components.

Imposed Redistributive Reforms refer to traditional redistributive land reforms with or

without compensation to owners (e.g. Korea, Japan, Mexico, Peru, Chile) as well as

tenancy reforms (e.g. India, many Western European countries). 

Negotiated or market-led Land Reforms seek to match a willing buyer to a willing seller.
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Land reform via restitution refers to the return or re-assignment of properties to private

owners that may have been seized by a state (e.g. reforms in Eastern Europe). 

Conning (2007), adapting terminology laid out by FAO (2000)

The notion of Property Rights

All societies have institutions to define and regulate the use of resources including

property rights rules and norms and conventions of behavior (North, 1990). 

Together these define and delimit the set of privileges and obligations individuals may

have over the use of specific resources and assets such as a parcel of land (Libecap,

1989). 

Property rights institutions may range from formal arrangements codified in statutes and

laws to more informal conventions, customs and obligations, upheld by local community

norms and traditions.

Conning (2007)

Land tenure forms; Units of real property

Private freehold (real property; immobile property); leases, mortgages

Common property; open access; informal settlement 

Governmental (state, communal) ownership 

Bruce (1993)

Land plot/ parcel/ set of parcels 

Building / Condominium / Construction in the sea 

Parcels in joint ownership

Efforts by donor agencies

World Bank: Land Reform Policy Paper, 1975:

Communal tenure to be replaced by freehold tenure and subdivision of commons

WB lending to LA projects Million USD

In addition projects by 

USAID, DFID (UK), AusAID, 

GTZ, SIDA, ..

Before 1975 172 

1995 - 2000 760

2001-2006 1037

Mitchell, 2007

Feder et al, 1988:

Evidence supporting claim on economic benefits of land registration

The Global Campaign for Secure Tenure, 2003 -

1 - Analysis: an in depth analysis, involving all stakeholders, of the conditions of informal

settlements and municipal governance

2 - Campaigning: consists of strengthening of working relations among slum dweller

organizations, local authorities, professionals, and national governments through the

mobilisation of all stakeholders around campaign principles

3 - Operational dimension of the campaign: involves the translation of priority aspects of

tenure into concrete actions: policy reforms, capacity building, awareness raising,

programmatic initiatives (slum upgrading or city planning);

4 - Monitoring: entails setting objectives, developing bench-marks and tools for

monitoring the achievements of the campaign and its contribution to the MDGs.

www.unhabitat.org/downloads/docs/2650_17972_03.10.07.Rio%20GCST.PPT%20presentation.ppt
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Property ownership and secure title as development objectives1.

Reflection on failed development efforts2.

A broader theoretical base: Institutional economics3.
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A way ahead: Supporting social movements globally4.

Stubkjær: Development research, in entry Cadastre

From a global perspective, the past decades have been marked by an attempt, on the part

of donors and experts, to install the Western model of individual real property rights and

cadastre in developing or partner countries.

The efforts have not had the intended effects for a variety of reasons. One reason may be

that cadastral processes interfere with the preferences and habits of end-users, including

the large number of owners, lease-holders, tenants, mortgagees, etc. This is the case

especially where the general economy and the structure of professions and university

departments hamper the provision of skilled and impartial staff (in public and private

sector) which could mediate between the wishes of the right holders and the technicalities

of property rights, transactions, and recordings.

http://www.springer.com/computer/database+management+%26+information+retrieval/book/978-0-387-30858-6

The development logic of economics (G. Feder, 1988)

The global market, 

foreign direct investment

"Less state, more 

market"

'Western' technology and 

practices

De Soto: The extra-legal assets of poor need formalization,

but public 

agencies are

often not 

service 

minded
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The business processes are complicated and varies, 

even among

Nordic 

countries.

They are 

strongly 

influenced by 

the professions

and their

self-government. 

Development 

depends on 

professional 

norms.

Cadastral studies: A Multi-disciplinary domain

Geography,

geodetic 

surveying 

 

Law, public 

administration

 

Informatics

 

Economics:

Institutional e.

Development

e.
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Property ownership and secure title as development objectives1.

Reflection on failed development efforts2.

A broader theoretical base: Institutional economics3.

A way ahead: Supporting social movements globally4.

The notion of 'Institution'

.. the complexity (institutional, legal and technical) of this [Land Administration] topic

makes it impossible to [conceive it] as a sub-component of a [wider] project.

Barnes, 2003, Lessons learned: An evaluation of L A initiatives in Latin America..

.. the design and implementation of the institutional, legal and technical components are

critical to the benefits of land titling being realized (Barnes, 2003).

Mitchell, 2007, Evaluating L A projects in developing countries

'Institutional' regards organizational issues and education/ capacity building, 

NOT institutions in the sense of (N)IE
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The notion of 'Institution' in COST G9

Property right is an institution;

it includes legislation, ordinances, court rulings, as well as tacit norms.

The research focused on routinised processes (business processes) regarding property

units: conveyancing, mortgaging, subdivision, etc.

The processes are conceived as transactions in assets, with transaction costs marked by

information asymmetries.

Levels of social analysis according to O.Williamson

Levels of social analysis 

L1..L4

Frequency

(Years) 
Examples

L1: Informal institutions: 

Traditions, norms; religion 102 to 103 Non calculative, e.g. spiritual movements, revolutions

L2: The institutional 

environment: The formal rules 

of the game

10 to 100
Constitutional changes. Redesign of government, e.g

decentralization.  Implementation or change of property

rights, e.g. restitutions.

L3: Governance: Play of the 

game 
1 to 10

Change of rule sets and organizational structure.

Modification of cooperation networks, of procedures

and information flows. 

L4: Resource allocation and

employment  
Continuous

Exchange of assets: e.g. purchase of house; Change of

property unit: e.g. subdivision

O. Williamson (2000) Journal of Economic Literature, 38 (3) p. 597.

Simplified and illustrated

O. Williamson's wordings
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Douglas C North on economic performance

North explains differences in economic performance (growth) by reference to institutional

factors (p. 111 f): 

Polity (government, hierarchies, Magna Charta 1215, Constitutions in 1800s)

Markets (in goods, capital, services)

"Polity specifies and enforces property rights that shape the incentive structure of a

[market] economy (p. 112)"

Gains to be obtained by organisations and entrepreneurs direct their acquisition of

skills and information, and constitute the source of incremental change

North (1990) Institutions, Institutional Change, and Economic Performance

North: Model of economic change

Example: South America vs. North America

Religion: Uniform, or diversity of denominations

Political control: Central, or influenced by assemblies, local bodies, and associations

Administration: Bureaucratic, or liberal

Culture: Colonialists and indigenous, or homogeneous

but Denmark: Uniform, bureaucratic, homogeneous; central, later local

Suggestions for LA projects, based on North:

Danish evidence suggest that what matters for (LA) development is 
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the attitude of the elite towards those at the edge of the 'market'

the cost of creating associations

What can we learn? Look for

supporting the 'almost self-reliant'

creating associations, or branches of existing, that will enhance LA development

creating career opportunities that will enhance LA development

Levels of social analysis/ abstraction = Scope for change

L1: Listen to tenets of the local culture, to narratives on good rulers

L2: Institutional (land tenure, market, rule of law)

~= "Re-interpret traditions. K. Deininger", improve education

L3: Organisational (government units, professions, etc)

~= New legislation, especially on allocation of tasks and resources

L4: Technical/ process-oriented (sales, subdivision,..)

~= Re-engineering, development of Information Systems

L5?: Physical (marks, plates, terrain objects)

~= Marking of street names, house numbers, cadastral identifiers

Understanding causes of development

Observations of Danish evidence:

Territorialisme: In 1970s, new municipalities marked their territory by assigning place

names, post addresses, to all roads.

The cost of creating associations: Constitutional freedom after 1849 encouraged

emergence of mortgage associations, the co-operative movement, etc.

Governmental measures by strong state: 

General education, 

Cadastre-based taxation, reducing impact of local elite, 

Normalizing legislation, 

Support to achieve comparative advantage internationally.

Functional objectives of the cadastral system

Property units (land, buildings, ..) are located and attributes recorded.

Rights in property units are categorized, adjudicated, and recorded.

The real property unit (rights, shape) can easily be changed at the wish of the parties,

on condition that

rights of third parties are respected, 

spatial, environmental, etc. .. prescripts are complied with, and

the powers of the disposing party are checked.

Involved agencies and professions are available locally. They

offer compensation in case of occasional errors, 

improve where possible the correctness and consistency of the recordings and the

efficiency and transparency of the business processes.

Overview

Property ownership and secure title as development objectives1.

Reflection on failed development efforts2.

A broader theoretical base: Institutional economics3.

A way ahead: Supporting social movements globally4.

Internet and WWW support distance learning

Figure 1: The Co-production of Broadband Services
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Local assemblies may supplement governmental policy on education, etc.

and thereby support self-help groups, also within the cadastral domain

http://www.idrc.ca/en/ev-114402-201-1-DO_TOPIC.html

GPS land demarcation

Dayak people (Borneo) delineating boundaries of their traditional territories

http://participatorygis.blogspot.com/2007_07_01_archive.html

Participatory mapping

Keenge downloading GPS mapping data in Suriname (South America).

Image courtesy of ACT.

http://www.villageearth.org/pages/Projects/Peru/perublog/2006_12_01_archive.html

Summary

Introduced my specialization: Cadastral Development, in its international and

theoretical context

Suggested aspects which may improve L A development projects 

Thank you for your attention!

Questions? Comments?
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